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The Key to Sustainable Development 
--- Innovation of Eco-oriented Development 
Mode



Zhejiang:

southeast coastal 
province of China

growth rate:12 %

2 times of average level



Can the high growth rate be kept in the future?

Challenges:
--Shortage of resources
--Loss of cheap-labour cost advantage
--growing environmental pressure

Zhejiang is overloading more than 34 million population.



In order to achieve sustainable development
we need Eco-oriented innovation strategy

The core is innovation of development mode,

including:
--mode of production 
--lifestyle 
--policy and management

That is exactly what we are advocating and practicing.



The First Point: eco-oriented 

Innovation of Production Mode

1. The development of low carbon 

economy and optimization of industrial 

structure. 

Hangzhou, the capital city of Zhejiang
per capita GDP of 2011 : $12,000,
industrial structure ratio:3.3∶47.4∶49.3,
actively developing modern service industry.
---focusing on cultivating modern logistics, e-
commerce, technology services, cultural 
creativity, and intermediary service industry
---upgrading traditional industries by high-
tech, advanced applicable technologies and 
information technologies
---applying mandatory restriction and 
elimination policies to  reduce intensity of 
carbon dioxide emissions.



2.Development of circular economy

---Transform the mode of production from “nature resources -products and 
supplies - waste discharge” to “nature resources -products and supplies –
waste recycle”
---Establish the interrelated cycle of economic modes :
not only inside one enterprise, but also among different 
enterprises,industries, and regios. 
---Actively develope "urban mines"
builing venous industry chain including collection of waste household 
appliances, vehicle parts, waste electronic and garbage, establishing 
separation, recovery, processing, re-use process system, improving the ability  
of dismantling, decontamination and disposal.



3. use of renewable energy.

--- "One Million m2 Rooftops" 

demonstration project

---"one hundred roads Solar 

Lighting Plan".

---water source heat pump 

technology

by 2011, 300,000m2  public 

buildings and new residential  

applied.



The Second Point:  eco-oriented 

innovation of  lifestyle

challenge:how to create a comfortable, 
healthy and environmental friendly 
lifestyle, rather than simply return to the 
original living state.



Hangzhou:advocating a 

simple life

50,000 free public bicycles

rental points near the bus 

station and water bus 

station

combine with the local 

public transport。
One of the bicycle rental points



Bicycle rental points in Hangzhou



Since May 2008,

the total rental amount:

100 million 

the maximum daily 

rental amount:

300,000

deposit $ 30 ( refundable) and pre-paid $15  and get a crad, then you can 
use one bicycle, The first hour is free of charge, the second hour is $ 0.16, 
and the third hour  $ 0.31.  Over 3 hours, $ 0.43 per hour.



Additionally

--using natural ventilation and natural 
lighting

--reducing the use of disposable items 

--issues ‘low-carbon’ family behaviour 
manual



The Third Point: Innovation of Policy 

5-year-development plan:Dealing with climate 
change and  low-carbon development 

targets:reduction of energy consumption and 
emissions of carbon dioxide : 16% and  17% 



--Supporting policies and measures:Industry 

access threshold, finance, prices, taxes

--International communication and  

cooperation



Thank you!


